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PREFACE.

MOST of these Letters were written to my intimate friends ; others are in reply to applications
made to me by entire strangers, for advice or information, some directing their inquiries to
one point, and some to another. In answering, I generally kept pretty much to the tenor of the
questions, as there would have been no end of the labour of communicating to every one,
separately, information on every topic ; yet, to some or other of my correspondents, I have
had occasion to touch on most subjects interesting to an emigrant.

This consideration has induced me to publish the Letters, in the hope that, as a collection,
they may be useful to others, as well as to the individuals to whom they were severally
addressed.

It has been the fashion, though now a little out of date, for such as myself to be told that
we were not fit to breathe the air of Old England ; and, as we did not “ like” the way of being
ruled and taxed by people who had no more right to rule and tax us than consisted in the
power of doing it, the land we lived in was too good for us, and it would be well for us to
“ leave it.” At length things improved so much and so rapidly, that I began to think so too, and
determined to try this country.

It is no more than due to those gentlemen and others, who were in the habit of recom-
mending this little remedy of exile from the land of our fathers as a cure for our discontent, to
inform them that, in my case, it has succeeded to admiration.

This should double their zeal. If they discover any of their neighbours weary and heavy
laden, and therefore dissatisfied with our excellent constitution as now administered, let them
earnestly recommend the same course to them which they recommended to me.

And by way of testimonial of its efficacy, I beg leave to offer the following Letters to the
perusal of those gentlemen, and through them to their patients, who may thus, by the com-
bined operations of leading and driving, be put in the way of obtaining speedy relief, and
many a bad subject may become a good citizen.

There are, however, many of the restless whom this prescription would suit but badly. If
low indulgence or unsated avarice have soured their tempers, it is not in a transfer from the
old establishments of society to the silent waste where it scarcely is begun, that they will find
a cure. Envy or disappointed ambition—have these disgusted them with the world ? The
wilds of Illinois will yield no repose to their perturbed spirits. The fiends will migrate with
them.

As little would I encourage the emigration of the tribe of grumblers, people who are
petulant and discontented under the every-day evils of life. Life has its petty miseries in all



situations and climates, to be mitigated or cured by the continual efforts of an elastic spirit, or
to be borne, if incurable, with cheerful patience. But the peevish emigrant is perpetually com-
paring the comforts he has quitted, but never could enjoy, with the privations of his new
allotment. He overlooks the present o-ood, and broods over the evil with habitual
perverseness ; whilst in his recollection of the past he dwells on the good only. Such people
are always bad associates, but they are an especial nuisance in an infant colony.

Lately published by the same Author
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LETTER I.

DEAR SIR, Nov. 22, 1817.

I WROTE to you in June, soon after our entrance into the western territory ; and now that I
am settled down, having reached the point I aimed at on starting, and which seemed con-
tinually to recede as we advanced, I again take up my pen.

You and our other friends have probably wondered at our having proceeded so far west ;
and it would be difficult to make intelligible, to any but those who have seen this country, the
motives which have constantly impelled as well as attracted us, as every step seems to you a
further departure from home, and to be attended by additional privations.

This is in some degree true, as regards the first ; but though the absolute distance is
increased, the means of communication, by navigation to our neighbourhood, more than
compensates ; and in regard to the latter (as to additional privations), the case is far other-
wise.

Had we remained in the state of Ohio, we must have paid from twenty to fifty dollars per
acre for land which is technically called “ improved,” but is in fact deteriorated ; or have pur-
chased, at an advance of 1000 or 1500 per cent, unimproved land from speculators : and in
either case should have laboured under the inconvenience of settling detached from society of



our own choice, and without the advantage of choice as to soil or situation. We saw many
eligible sites and fine tracts of country, but these were precisely the sites and the tracts which
had secured the attachment of their possessors.

It was in fact impossible to obtain for ourselves a good position, and the neighbourhood of
our friends, in the state of Ohio, at a price which common prudence would justify, or indeed
at any price. Having given up the Ohio, we found no-thing attractive on the eastern side of
Indiana ; and situations to the south, on the Ohio river bounding that state, were so well
culled as to be in the predicament above described ; offering no room for us without great
sacrifices of money and society. The western side of Indiana, on the banks of the Wabash, is
liable to the same and other objections. The northern part of Indiana is still in possession of
the Indians.

But a few miles farther west opened our way into a country preferable in itself to any we had
seen, where we could choose for ourselves, and to which we could invite our friends ; and
where, in regard to communication with Europe, we could command equal facilities, and
foresee greater, than in the state of Ohio, being so much nearer the grand outlet at New Orleans.

I am so well satisfied with the election we have made, that I have not for a moment felt a
disposition to recede ; and much as I should lament that our English friends should stop short
of us, some amends even for that would be made by the higher order of settlers, whom similar
motives bring constantly into our very track. Society we shall not want, I believe ; and with
the fear of that want every other fear has vanished. The comforts and luxuries of life we shall
obtain with ease and in abundance : pomp and state will follow but too quickly.

I hope you will have seen Mr.—— before this reaches you. My writing to you at all, when
you have the advantage of personal communication with him, may seem impertinent. Since
he left us I have built a temporary dwelling on my intended settlement, and have spent some
time there. This has made me better acquainted with our situation ; and as further knowledge
confirms and increases my favourable view of it, my communication may have its use. I
would not persuade or invite any one to follow us, but I wish my friends to know that my
undertaking proceeds to my entire content.

Mr. —— is now writing a very just and interesting detail of particulars, as to the present
condition of agriculture and trade, in a letter to his father, which I hope you will see. The
power of capital here is great almost beyond calculation : the difficulty seems to be in the
choice of objects, out of the various ways of doubling and redoubling it, which present them-
selves to the enterprizing. These I do not much attend to ; my line is land and cultivation. My
intended settlement is a square of a mile and a half each way, containing 1440 acres. I made
an estimate a few days ago for my own government merely, of the amount required for my
establishment on this estate, on a liberal plan, which I shall copy faithfully, without altering
an item. This will enable you to compare the situation and prospects of a farmer in England
with those of a proprietor in Illinois, at the outset.

As to the annual profits here, I am not yet prepared with data for a very particular state-
ment. The price of wheat may be reckoned at three shillings and fourpence sterling per
bushel, and of beef and pork at twopence per pound. The land is fertile and easy of tillage ;
the wear of ploughshares almost nothing, as they require sharpening by the smith but once a
year ; and we shall have labourers in plenty at a price not much exceeding that of England :
putting horse labour and man’s labour together, they will be quite as cheap. Then we have no
rent, tithe, or poor’s rate, and scarcely any taxes, perhaps one farthing per acre.



But omitting the annual income, about which I know enough to feel no anxiety, let us con-
sider that at the end of fourteen years, when we may suppose the lease of the most favoured
English farmers to terminate, a stock of various kinds, of great value, will be accumulated by
the proprietor here ; the worth of his estate, in the regular course of improvement, will be
increased to the amount of 6 or 8,000l. and no renewal wanted ; also, that the capital required
by the English farmer of such an estate, is at least double to that required by the Illinois prop-
rietor at the outset of the under- taking.

Copy from my Memorandum-Book.

Estimate of money required for the comfortable establishment of my family on Bolting-
house, now English, prairie ; on which the first instalment is paid. About 720 acres of wood-
land, and 720 prairie the latter to be chiefly grass :

Dollars.

Second instalment, August 1819, 720 dollars ;
Third, Aug. 1820, 720 dollars ; Fourth, Aug.
1821, 720 dollars .... 2,160
Dwelling-house and appurtenances . . 4,500

Other buildings ..... 1,500
4,680 rods of fencing ; viz- 3,400 on the prairie,
and 1,280 round the wood-land . . 1,170
Sundry wells, 200 dollars ; gates, 100 dollars;
cabins, 200 dollars . . . . 500
100 head of cattle, 900 dollars; 20 sows, &c. 100
dollars; sheep, 1000 dollars . . 2,000
Ploughs, waggons, &c. and sundry tools and im-
plements, ..... 270
Housekeeping until the land supplies us . . 1,000
Shepherd one year’s wages, herdsman one year,
and sundry other labourers . . 1,000
One cabinet-maker, and one wheelwright, one
year, making furniture and implements, 300
dollars each . . ... 600
Sundry articles of furniture, ironmongery, pottery,
glass, &c. ..... 500
Sundries, fruit-trees, &c. 100

15,300

First instalment already paid . 720
Five horses on hand, worth . . . 300
Expense of freight and carriage of linen, bed-
ding, books, clothing, &c. &c. 1,000
Value of articles brought from England . 4,500
Voyage and journey 2,000

Dollars 23,820
£ 5,359 Sterling.

Allow about 600 dollars more for seed
and corn . . . . 141

£5,500



I make no comment on the above: it would he best to talk it over together. I hope to hear
from you at least, and remain sincerely yours.

LETTER II.

DEAR SIR, Nov. 24, 1817.

I HAVE now been an inhabitant of this place more than four months ; my plans of future
life have acquired some consistency ; I have chosen a situation, purchased an estate, deter-
mined on the position of my house, and have, in short, become so familiar with the circum-
stances in which I have thus deliberately placed myself and my family, that I feel qualified to
give you a cool account of my experiences,—of the effect of this great change of condition on
my mind, now that I may be supposed but little under the influence of the charm of novelty,
or the stimulus of pursuit.

Whilst I had the company of Mr. ——, who, I hope, is at this moment your welcome
guest, it might be well supposed that similarity of object and mutual consultation, by dividing
would diminish my anxiety as to the event of our speculation. He left us on the sixth of
September ; and such is the uncertainty of all human affairs when time only is interposed
between us and our intentions, that when in addition to time the distance of 5000 miles twice
passed, was to intervene between our parting and re-union, I confess I have been apt to con-
sider his return to our settlement in the light rather of a remote contingency, than as an event
to be calculated on.

Thus, on his departure, we naturally fell back on our own resources. “ Well, Sir,” you will
say, “ and how did they sustain you ?” I have not for a moment felt despondency, scarcely
discouragement, in this happy country, this land of hope ! Life here is only too valuable, from
the wonderful efficiency of every well-directed effort. Such is the field of delightful action
lying before me, that I am ready to regret the years wasted in the support of taxes and pauper-
ism, and to grieve that I am growing old now that a really useful career seems just beginning.
I am happier, much happier, in my prospects : I feel that I am doing well for my family ; and
the privations I anticipated seem to vanish before us.

We shall have some English friends next summer ; and a welcome they shall experience.
But if not one had the resolution to follow the track we have smoothed before them, we
should never wish to retrace it, except perhaps as travellers. As to what are called the com-
forts of life, I feel that they are much more easily attainable here than they have ever been to
me ; and for those who are to succeed me, I look forward with a pleasure which can only be
understood by one who has felt the anxieties of an English father.

I expect to see around me in prosperity many of my old neighbours, whose hard fare has
often embittered my own enjoyments. Three of them have already made the effort, and suc-
ceeded in getting out to us. This delights us, but we have by no means depended on it ; joyful
as we are at the prospect of giving them an asylum.

Two more are waiting at Philadelphia for an invitation which is now on its way. They wept
at parting with their companions who are now here, but they wanted faith, thinking they
would never reach our abode “ so far west.” And should faith be wanting to all whom we so
earnestly wish to see, I believe not one of us would regret the step we have taken.



I have transmitted to Congress a memorial soliciting a grant, by way of purchase, of a tract
of land. If it succeeds I shall be glad, because I think it may afford hundreds of families the
relief we are now enjoying ; but it does not promise much particular advantage to us, for I am
well satisfied with our choice of situation ; and this might retard our settlement, or render it
proper to transfer ourselves to the proposed purchase. On a more deliberate view of the land
we have selected, I am a little reluctant at the thought of being diverted from our first plan ;
and at all events, I would secure a good extent in our own neighbourhood.

I am, &c. &c.

P. S. If it were really so unwise to migrate westward, out of the tens (I was going to say
hundreds) of thousands who move annually from the eastern states into this western wilder-
ness, we should hear of some returning. Mr. —— informs me that he has given you a true
account of things, and told you what you are to expect. He knows as much about the matter as
you do about the wilds of Siberia. ’Tis but a little time since a horse that had travelled
through Kentucky was a sight in Philadelphia : and Kentucky is an old country.

I have just read a statement of five hundred emigrants per week passing through Albany
westward, counting from the first of September. This occurred on one road, and that far to the
north.

I sat down to write to you under an impression that you would be deterred, and might be
prevented from following us, by difficulties, some real and serious, others not so ; and I
thought it might be useful to you, as I knew it would be pleasant, to find that I am satisfied as
to my own undertaking. It is for this reason that you are treated with so much about myself. I
wish I could put you in possession of all my mind, my entire sentiments, my daily and hourly
feeling of contentment : not that you would be warranted thereby to place yourself and family
along-side of mine. You might, however, from your knowledge of me and my habits, which
remain much the same, proceed in your own estimate to some length.

LETTER III.

SIR, Nov. 29, 1817.

IT would give me much pleasure to afford you satisfactory information on the several
particulars you mention, but I am, like yourself, a stranger in this country, and can therefore
only communicate to you my opinions in answer to your inquiries.

To the first, as to the most eligible part of the United States for obtaining improved farms,
or uncultivated lands for Englishmen, &c. I reply, that with a view to the settlement of the
number of families you mention, it will be vain to look for improved farms in any part that I
have seen or heard of. Probably a single family might be suited in almost any large district, as
the changes which are continually occurring in human affairs, will occasionally throw eligible
farms into the market every where. But you can have no choice of cultivated lands, as those
you would prefer are the least likely to be disposed of ; and it is altogether unlikely you
should meet with a body of such lands, for the accommodation of thirty or forty families ;
considering too, that, by travelling a few days’ journey farther west, you may have a choice of
land of equal value at one-tenth of the price, where they may settle contiguous, or at least
near to each other. I have no hesitation in recommending you to do as I have done; that is, to
head the tide of emigration, and provide for your friends where the lands are yet unap-
propriated.



After traversing the states of Ohio and Indiana, looking out for a tract suited to my own
views, and those of a number of our countrymen who have signified their intentions of
following our example, I have fixed on this spot in Illinois, and am the better pleased with it
the more I see of it.

As to obtaining labourers. A single settler may get his labour done by the piece on
moderate terms, not higher than in some parts of England ; but if many families settle
together, all requiring this article, and none supplying it, they must obtain it from elsewhere.
Let them import English labourers, or make advantageous proposals to such as are con-
tinually arriving at the eastern ports.

Provisions are cheap of course. Wheat three and fourpence sterling per bushel. Beef and
pork two pence per pound, groceries and clothing dear, building moderate, either by wood or
brick. Bricks are laid by the thousand, at eight dollars or under, including lime.

Privations I cannot enumerate. Their amount depends on the previous habits and present
disposition of individuals : for myself and family, the privations already experienced, or
anticipated, are of small account compared with the advantages.

Horses, 60 to 100 dollars, or upwards; cows, 10 to 20 dollars ; sows, 3 to 5 dollars.

Society is made up of new comers chiefly, and of course must partake of the leading
characters of these. There is generally a little bias of attraction in a newly settled neighbour-
hood, which brings emigrants from some particular state or country to that spot ; and thus a
tone is given to the society. Where we are settling, society is yet unborn as it were. It will, as
in other places, be made up of such as come ; among whom English farmers, I presume, will
form a large proportion.

Roads as yet are in a state of nature.

Purchases of land are best made at the land-offices : payments, five years, or prompt ; if
the latter, eight per cent, discount.

Mechanics’ wages,. 1 dollar to 1�. Carpenters, smiths, shoemakers, brickmakers, and
bricklayers, are among the first in requisition for a new settlement : others follow in course ;
— tanners, saddlers, tailors, hatters, tin-workers, &c. &c.

We rely on good markets for produce, through the grand navigable communication we
enjoy with the ocean.

Medical aid is not of difficult attainment. The English of both sexes, and strangers in
general, are liable to some bilious attacks on their first arrival : these complaints seem, how-
ever, simple, and not difficult to manage if taken in time.

The manufactures you mention may hereafter be eligible ; cotton, woollen, linen, stock-
ings, &c. Certainly not at present. Beer, spirits, pottery, tanning, are objects of immediate
attention.

The minerals of our district are not much known. We have excellent limestone ; I believe
we have coal : wood will, however, be the cheapest fuel for some years.



Implements are cheap till you commence with the iron. A waggon, 35 or 40 dollars,
exclusive of tier to wheels. A strong waggon for the road complete will amount to 160 dollars
or upwards.

The best mode of coming from England to this part of the western country is by an eastern
port, thence to Pittsburg, and down the Ohio to Shawnee town. Clothing, bedding, household
linen, simple medicines of the best quality, and sundry small articles of cutlery and light
tools, are the best things for an emigrant to bring out.

I can hardly reply to your inquiry about the manner of travelling ; it must be suited to the
party. Horseback is the most pleasant and expeditious ; on foot the cheapest : a light waggon
is eligible in some cases ; in others the stage is a necessary evil. I see I shall render you liable
to double postage, but I wished to reply to each of your inquiries as far as I could.

To serve you or your friends will be a pleasure to, Sir,

Yours, &c. &c.

LETTER IV.

DEAR SIR, Nov. 30, 1817.

No doubt my son will have told you what he has learnt of our proceedings from our
departure until our arrival here. By April next I hope we shall be fixed in our cabins on the
prairie ; and, in two years, I hope to see a populous and thriving neighbourhood, where in
July last I could not find a single inhabitant.

As we travelled along, viewing the country, and anxiously seeking a place of rest, I took
short notes of occurrences and observations ; and having added an account of our intended
settlement, with a sketch of our plans and prospects, I sent it to the press. I directed a copy to
be delivered to you, which you probably will have received before this reaches you. Having
described things just as they appeared to me, I am in hopes my friends will collect from it a
pretty clear idea of the state of this remote country.

Beginning where that leaves off, you will suppose me busy enough in planning and pre-
paring for our new farm. I have secured a considerable tract of land, more than I have any
intention of holding, that I may be able to accommodate some of our English friends. Our soil
appears to be rich, a fine black mould, inclining to sand, from one to three or four feet deep,
lying on sandstone or clayey loam ; so easy of tillage as to reduce the expense of cultivation
below that of the land I have been accustomed to in England, notwithstanding the high rates
of human labour. The wear of plough-irons is so trifling, that it is a thing of course to sharpen
them in the spring once for the whole year. Our main object will be live stock, cattle, and
hogs, for which there is a sure market at a good profit. Twopence a pound you will think too
low a price to include a profit ; but remember, we are not called upon, after receiving our
money for produce, to refund a portion of it for rent, another portion for tithe, a third for
poor’s rates, and a fourth for taxes ; which latter are here so light as scarcely to be brought
into the nicest calculation. You will consider also, that money goes a great deal farther here,
so that a less pro6t would suffice. The fact is, however, that the profits on capital employed
any way in this country are marvellous : in the case of livestock the outgoings are so small,
that the receipts are nearly all clear.



The idea of exhausting the soil by cropping, so as to render manure necessary, has not yet
entered into the estimates of the western cultivator. Manure has been often known to
accumulate until the farmers have removed their yards and buildings out of the way of the
nuisance. They have no notion of making a return to the land, and as yet there seems no
bounds to its fertility.

For about half the capital that is required for the mere cultivation of our worn-out soils in
England, a man may establish himself as a proprietor here, with every comfort belonging to a
plain and reasonable mode of living, and with a certainty of establishing his children as well
or better than himself—such an approach to certainty at least as would render anxiety on that
score unpardonable.

Land being obtained so easily, I had a fancy to occupy here just as many acres as I did at
Wanborough ; and I have added 160 of timbered land to the 1,440 I at first concluded to farm.
I shall build and furnish as good a house as the one I left, with suitable outbuildings, garden,
orchard, &c. make 5,000 rods of fence, chiefly bank and ditch, provide implements, build a
mill, support the expenses of housekeeping and labour until we obtain returns, and pay the
entire purchase-money of the estate, for less than half the capital employed on Wanborough
farm. At the end of fourteen years, instead of an expiring lease, I or my heirs will probably
see an increase in the value of the land equal to fifteen or twenty times the original purchase.

In the interval my family will have lived handsomely on the produce, and have plenty to
spare, should any of them require a separate establishment on farms of their own.

Thus I see no obstruction to my realising all I wished for on taking leave of Old England.
To me, whose circumstances were comparatively easy, the change is highly advantageous ;
but to labouring people, to mechanics, to people in general who are in difficulties, this
country affords so many sure roads to independence and comfort, that it is lamentable that
any, who have the means of making their escape, should be prevented by the misrepresent-
ation of others, or their own timidity.

You will gather from this letter, that the predictions of some of my old neighbours, who
said I should be soon glad to return to Wanborough, are not in the way of being fulfilled.
Some who do not know me so well as yon do, will perhaps now doubt my sincerity. It would
be no alleviation of my own troubles to lead others into the like ; so that if I were disap-
pointed, and had not the manliness to acknowledge it, I should at least hold my tongue.

My son never fails to mention, in his letters, his obligations to you for your truly kind
notice of him in his fatherless condition. You find a reward for this in your own kind heart.
Wishing you and yours all prosperity,

I remain, dear Sir,

sincerely yours.

LETTER V.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Dec. 9, 1817.

. . . . . . . AND you would, I am certain, give me your congratulations, almost unmixed, had
you a complete view of our comfortable situation and our prospects.



I enjoy the exchange more than you can conceive much more than I ever anticipated ; but
not exactly with feelings such as you, partly in raillery and partly in seriousness, suppose,
either with regard to the country I have quitted, and which I shall never cease to love, or with
regard to the position I am to assume among myAmerican brethren.

In England we find great simplicity, or rather ignorance, in the remote and little frequented
districts : the inhabitants of the villages are for the most part the children of the former
inhabitants, to be succeeded by their children, ploughing the same fields, and threshing in the
same barns, from generation to generation. But we in this new country are a motley assem-
blage of adventurers ; not one that is grown to man’s estate was born in it. Coming hither
mature in age and experience, we bring and throw into a common stock the knowledge of
distant countries, and various climates ; and, when collected, a people of emigrants is the last
to which we would apply the epithet of “ simple,” or of ignorant.

Thus I am in no danger of setting up for an arrogant instructor of “ the simple Americans :
” and yet the value of the little I know, and the little I can do beyond the reach of the mere
husbandman, is greatly enhanced by transplantation. I believe you cannot have an adequate
notion of the enlargement of the sphere of useful exertion which I experience ; and I utterly
despair, at present, of convincing you that this most delightful acquisition costs so little as it
does, in what are deemed, and properly, the enjoyments of social life. “ Ah,” say you, “ happy
enthusiast, his dream is not yet over.”—There is, however, something real in the change from
anxiety about the future to perfect tranquillity, and from a life of irksome toil to one of
pleasurable exertion. There is a difference betwixt hope and fear that is not to be despised,
even in dreaming. This is indeed a land of liberty and hope, and I rejoice unfeign-edly that I
am in it. Yet England was never so dear to me as it is now in the recollection : being no longer
under the base dominion of her oligarchy, I can think of my native country, and her noble
institutions, apart from her politics.

I read in the Philadelphia papers, of which I receive half a dozen per week, marvellous
things from England, about gold and the funds ; and melancholy accounts of the typhus fever
in Ireland, and lately in Birmingham and Manchester, and even in London : how stands the
case ? I am apt to fear the misery is real, and the prosperity fallacious. . .

I am, &c. &c.

LETTER VI.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Dec. 25. 1817.

THERE are some truly estimable people here, of gentle manners, warm hearts, and cult-
ivated understandings, to whom we are growing much attached. The decision of character
which prevails among the new settlers renders their society very interesting ; and there is a
spirit of fearless enterprise which raises even the vicious above contempt. Not a family,
hardly an individual, whose adventures would not highly amuse and astonish the groups
assembled round the firesides of our old country at this story-telling season.

But what think you of a community, not only without an established religion, but of whom
a large proportion profess no particular religion, and think as little about the machinery of it,
as you know was the case with myself ? What in some places is esteemed a decent conform-
ity with practices which we despise, is here altogether unnecessary. There are, however, some
sectaries even here, with more of enthusiasm than good temper ; but their zeal finds sufficient



vent in loud preaching and praying. The Court-house is used by all persuasions, indifferently,
as a place of worship ; any acknowledged preacher who announces himself for a Sunday or
other day, may always collect an audience, and rave or reason as he sees meet. When the
weather is favourable, few Sundays pass without something of the sort. It is remarkable that
they generally deliver themselves with that chaunting cadence you have heard among the
quakers. This is Christmas day, and seems to be kept as a pure holiday—merely a day of
relaxation and amusement : those that choose, observe it religiously ; but the public opinion
does not lean that way, and the law is silent on the subject. After this deplorable account, you
will not wonder when you hear of earthquakes and tornados amongst us. But the state of
political feeling is, if possible, still more deplorable. Republican principles prevail uni-
versally. Those few zealous persons, who, like the ten faithful that were not found by
Abraham, might have stood between their heathen neighbours and destruction, even these are
among the most decided foes of all legitimacy, except that of a government appointed by the
people. They are as fully armed with carnal weapons as with spiritual ; and as determined in
their animosity against royalty and its appurtenances, as they are against the kingdom of Anti-
Christ ; holding it as lawful to use the sword of the flesh for the destruction of the one, as that
of the spirit for the other.

Children are not baptized or subjected to any superstitious rite ; the parents name them,
and that is all : and the last act of the drama is as simple as the first. There is no consecrated
burial place, or funeral service. The body is enclosed in the plainest coffin ; the family of the
deceased convey the corpse into the woods ; some of the party are provided with axes, and
some with spades ; a grave is prepared, and the body quietly placed in it ; then trees are
felled, and laid over the grave to protect it from wild beasts. If the party belong to a religious
community, preaching sometimes follows ; if not, a few natural tears are shed in silence, and
the scene is closed. These simple monuments of mortality are not unfrequent in the woods.
Marriages are as little concerned with superstitious observances as funerals ; but they are
observed as occasions of festivity. We are not quite out of hearing of the world and its bustle,
but the sound is rather long in reaching us. We receive the Philadelphia daily papers once a
week, about a month after they are published ; in these we read extracts from the English
journals of the month preceding : so we take up the news as you forget it ; and what happened
three months ago in Europe is just now on the carpet here.

As to society, comparisons are odious ; but, in good faith, I think you would have nothing
to regret in exchanging such a circle as I fancy yours to be, for any circle that would surround
you in the inhabited part of these wild woods.

I am, my dear friend,
ever yours.
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